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Foreword 
This Technical Report has been produced by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). 

The contents of the present document are subject to continuing work within the TSG and may change following formal 
TSG approval. Should the TSG modify the contents of the present document, it will be re-released by the TSG with an 
identifying change of release date and an increase in version number as follows: 

Version x.y.z 

where: 

x the first digit: 

1 presented to TSG for information; 

2 presented to TSG for approval; 

3 or greater indicates TSG approved document under change control. 

y the second digit is incremented for all changes of substance, i.e. technical enhancements, corrections, 
updates, etc. 

z the third digit is incremented when editorial only changes have been incorporated in the document. 

Introduction 
For 3GPP systems there is a need for truly scalable entity Authentication Framework (AF) since an increasing number 
of network elements and interfaces are covered by security mechanisms. 

The objective is to develop a highly scalable entity authentication framework for 3GPP network nodes. This framework 
was developed in the context of the Network Domain Security work items, which effectively limits the scope to the 
control plane entities of the core network. Thus, the Authentication Framework will provide entity authentication for the 
nodes that are using NDS/IP. 

The study specifically show the benefits of applying NDS/AF to the current NDS/IP domain. The consequences and 
alternatives are presented along with the pro's and con's. In the PKI-based alternative, this study analyzes how operator 
CA's can be organized and what are the trust relationships between them. Thus, different trust models and their effects 
were studied. Additionally, high-level requirements are presented for the used protocols and certificate profiles, to make 
it possible for operator IPsec and PKI implementations to interoperate. 

It should be noted that although there is a strong trend towards PKI systems, this feasibility study does not take it as a 
self-evident approach for NDS/AF. In other words, the non-PKI approach is also to be studied. 
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1 Scope 
The scope of this feasibility study is limited to authentication of network elements which are using NDS/IP, and located 
in the inter-operator domain. 

It means that this study concentrates on authentication of Security Gateways (SEG), and the corresponding Za-
interfaces. Authentication of elements in the intra-operator domain is considered as an internal issue for the operators. 
This is quite much in line with [6] which states that only Za is mandatory, and that the security domain operator can 
decide if the Zb-interface is deployed or not, as the Zb-interface is optional for implementation. 

However, NDS/AF can easily be adapted to intra-operator use. This is just a simplification of the inter-operator case as 
all NDS/IP NEs and the PKI infrastructure belong to the same operator. Validity of certificates may be restricted to the 
operator's domain. 

This work might also later be extended to provide entity authentication services to non-control plane nodes, but this has 
not been studied. 

Possible use of multi-purpose PKI solutions (e.g. providing end-user security) for NDS/AF has not been studied. On the 
contrary, it is recommended to use a dedicated and profiled PKI for NE authentication in NDS/IP. Different applications 
make different demands on a PKI and it may make sense to build a lightweight PKI for each purpose rather than to 
build one that solves all problems. Complexity is one of the main impediments to PKI deployment today [11]. 

The NDS architecture for IP-based protocols is illustrated in figure 1. 

Za 

Zb 

Zb 

Zb 

SEGA 

Security domain A Security domain B 

SEGB 

NE 
A-1 

NE 
A-2 

Zb 

Zb 

Zb 

NE 
B-1 

NE 
B-2 

IKE "connection" 

ESP tunnel 
 

Figure 1: NDS architecture for IP-based protocols [6] 
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2 References 
The following documents contain provisions which, through reference in this text, constitute provisions of the present 
document. 

• References are either specific (identified by date of publication, edition number, version number, etc.) or 
non-specific. 

• For a specific reference, subsequent revisions do not apply. 

• For a non-specific reference, the latest version applies.  In the case of a reference to a 3GPP document (including 
a GSM document), a non-specific reference implicitly refers to the latest version of that document in the same 
Release as the present document. 

[1] PKI Forum, "CA-CA Interoperability", March 2001: 
http://www.pkiforum.org/pdfs/ca-ca_interop.pdf 

[2] Manyfolks,  "RFC 2560: Online Certificate Status Protocol – OCSP", June 1999. 

[3] Manyfolks, "RFC 2459: Certificate and CRL Profile", January 1999. 

[4] C. Adams & S. Farrell, "RFC2510: Certificate Management Protocols", March 1999. 

[5] C. Adams & S. Farrell, "Internet draft: Certificate Management Protocols", December 2001 
draft-ietf-pkix-rfc2510bis-06.txt 

[5] Manyfolks, "RFC 2797: Certificate Management Messages over CMS", April 2000. 

[6] 3GPP TS 33.210 version 5.1.0: "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification 
Group Services and System Aspects; 3G Security; Network Domain Security; IP network layer 
security (Release 5)". 

[7] Simple Certificate Enrollment Protocol, SCEP: 
http://search.ietf.org/internet-drafts/draft-nourse-scep-06.txt 

[8] Certificate Management Protocol version 2:  
http://www.ietf.org/internet-drafts/draft-ietf-pkix-rfc2510bis-06.txt 

[9] Extensive interoperability testing between vendors in PKI Forum: 
http://www.pkiforum.org/news/2001/CMP_FINAL3.htm 

[10] The Internet IP Security PKI Profile of ISAKMP and PKIX (June 2002): 
http://www.ietf.org/internet-drafts/draft-ietf-ipsec-pki-profile-00.txt 

[11] Requirements for Large Scale PKI-Enabled VPNs: 
draft-dploy-requirements-00.doc, at http://www.projectdploy.com 

[12] United States Federal Public-Key Infrastructure:  
http://csrc.nist.gov/pki 

3 Abbreviations 
For the purposes of the present report, the following abbreviations apply: 

AF Authentication Framework 
CA Certification Authority 
CMC Certificate Management Messages over CMS 
CMP Certificate Management Protocol 
CPS Certification Practice Statement 
CRL Certificate Revocation List 
CTL Certificate Trust List 
DMZ DeMilitarized Zone 
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EE End Entity (synonymous for PKI-client in SEG) 
HTTP Hyper Text Transfer Protocol 
IKE Internet Key Exchange 
LDAP Lightweight Directory Access Protocol 
NDS Network Domain Security 
OCSP Online Certificate Status Protocol 
Root CA A CA that is directly trusted by an end-entity; that is, securely acquiring the value of a Root CA 

public key requires some out-of-band step(s). This term is not meant to imply that a Root CA is 
necessarily at the top of any hierarchy, simply that the CA in question is trusted directly. 

SEG Security Gateway 
SOI Son of IKE 
Za Interface between SEGs belonging to different networks/security domains (A Za interface may be 

an intra or an inter operator interface). 
Zb Interface between SEGs and NEs and interface between NEs within the same network/security 

domain 
 

4 Architectural alternatives 
This section describes the different architecture alternatives for NDS/AF. 

When two SEGs want to set up a first security association (ISAKMP SA) they have to carry out strong mutual 
authentication. This authentication can be based on either pre-shared secrets or some kind of public key mechanism. 

4.1 Inter-operator NDS/AF with symmetric keys 
In the case of pre-shared secrets, this can be provided for by manual means for all the secret keys in question. When the 
number of SEGs becomes large this solution scales poorly. By introducing a hierarchy of SEGs, scalability can be 
improved at the cost of vulnerability and high traffic load in the central SEGs. This is a solution that should be easy to 
implement, as it can make use of well-known IPsec techniques. 

The other possibility is to introduce a third party, a Key Distribution Center, KDC. In this case each SEG shares a secret 
key with the KDC (any manual procedures in the very beginning can not be totally avoided). Every pair of SEGs that is 
to communicate can then get their common key from the KDC. This key can have long lifetime and be the pre-shared 
secret in the IKE/ISAKMP context. The procedure of distributing these keys must not be intermixed with key exchange 
in IKE. The involvement of the KDC takes place prior to and is independent of IKE procedures. A security association 
can then be established directly between the two operator SEGs which want to communicate. The user traffic will in 
this case not be routed via KDC. 

Notice that the protection of the communication is on hop-by-hop basis in all the examples below. 

4.1.1 Manual exchange of symmetric keys 

For the case with manually distributed keys , which could be applied within the NDS/AF framework, the following sub-
scenarios are covered: 

1) mesh of direct one-to-one relationships, where each operator creates and shares a secret key with every operator 
with which it has a roaming agreement, and 

2) hub-and-spoke approach where each operator SEG shares a secret key with only one intermediary security 
gateway, acting as a bridge for all SEGs, 

3) hub-and-spoke approach with multiple central SEGs where each operator SEG shares a secret key with one of 
several central SEGs. 

In sub-scenarios 2) and 3) better scalability is achieved simply by changing the topology. Examples are shown in 
figures 2, 3 and 4, with the total number of operator SEGs set to 12. In figure 2 the maximum number of keys in the 
system is 66, in the hub-and-spoke approach in figure 3 the total number of keys drops to 12. In the hub-and-spoke 
approach in figure 4 the number of pre-shared keys is 15. 

In the following text, the number of operator SEGs is denoted n, while the number of central SEGs is denoted N. 
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There are the following alternatives: 

1) Mesh of direct one-to-one relationships. Each operator’s SEG shares a secret key with every operator’s SEG 
with which it has a roaming agreement. The user traffic goes directly between the source and destination SEGs. 
If n is the total number of operator SEGs, then if every SEG shall be able to communicate with every other SEG, 
then the number of pre-shared keys needed will amount to n*(n-1)/2. Note that the number of secret keys needed 
here grows with n2. 

 

Figure 2: Mesh of direct trust relationships between operators. Number of pre-shared keys limited to 
n*(n-1)/2 (here n=12 gives 66 pre-shared keys) 
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2) Hub-and-spoke approach with one central SEG. Each SEG shares a secret key with the central SEG (marked 
with red colour). The number of preshared secret keys in this case is equal to the number of operator SEGs and it 
grows linearly with n.  

 

Figure 3: Hub-and-spoke approach with symmetric keys. Number of pre-shared keys limited to n 
(here 12 pre-shared keys) 

3) Hub-and-spoke approach with multiple central SEGs. Each operator SEG shares a secret key with one of the 
central SEGs (marked with red colour). In this case, also the different central SEGs will have to share secret keys 
with all other central SEGs, which somewhat complicates the calculation of necessary preshared keys. If it is still 
supposed that the number of operator SEGs is n and the number of central SEGs is N, then the number of 
preshared keys will be 
n + N*(N-1)/2. 
However, with a limited number of central SEGs, the number of preshared secret keys will be about equal to the 
number of operator SEGs (n) and it grows linearly with n. 

 

Figure 4: Hub-and-spoke approach with multiple central SEGs. Number of pre-shared keys limited to 
n + N*(N-1)/2 (n=12 and N=3 give 15 pre-shared keys) 
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4.1.2 Automated exchange of symmetric keys 

In order to support automatic assigning of keys one has to introduce a trusted third party. In symmetric systems this 
third party is usually denoted a Key Distribution Center, KDC. The only example of trusted third party solutions 
explicitly mentioned in the ISAKMP specification (RFC 2408) is Kerberos. In figure 5 is illustrated how the protocol in 
principle works. 

Explanation for this scenario: 

SEGA wants to communicate securely with SEGB. SEGA and SEGB share no security association, but they both trust the 
KDC. SEGA sends a request to KDC containing its own identity A and the identity of the SEG it wants to get a secure 
communication. SEGA and KDC share the secret key, KA, while SEGB and KDC share KB. In the following steps SEGA 
and SEGB are provided with a shared key K in a way that is protected from interception. T stands for timestamp, L 
stands for lifetime. E(m, k) denotes message m encrypted with encryption key k. The assigned key, K, is usually 
regarded a session key, but in our context it could be the authentication key which is needed (which means that L has to 
take on large values). 

NOTE This does not suggest end-to-end security. Every SEG-SEG hop is an independent ESP tunnel, so the 
SEGs negotiating for a shared secret K as illustrated in this example are always neighbouring 

SEGs.

KDC SEGA SEGB

A,B

E((T,L,K,B),KA)

E((T,L,K,A),KB) E((A,T),K)

E((T,L,K,A),KB)

E(T+1,K)

KDC SEGA SEGB

A,BA,B

E((T,L,K,B),KA)

E((T,L,K,A),KB)

E((T,L,K,B),KA)

E((T,L,K,A),KB) E((A,T),K)

E((T,L,K,A),KB)

E((A,T),K)

E((T,L,K,A),KB)

E(T+1,K)E(T+1,K)
 

Figure 5: Sequence diagram for automated key assignment 

4.2 Inter-operator NDS/AF utilizing PKI 
In this scenario, each operator utilizes (its own or outsourced) PKI infrastructure to issue public-key certificates to the 
SEG elements to be subsequently used in IKE authentication. 

This scenario has quite many variations, and the following subsections will describe them, one-by-one. 

4.2.1 Trust models 

Three basic trust models are identified which could be used to establish inter-operator trust relationships: 

1) Strict hierarchy of operator CAs,  

2) Distributed trust architecture with cross-certification, and 

3) Certificate Trust Lists (CTL). 

The scenarios related to these trust models will be given in the following subsections. The repository and revocation 
issues will be discussed separately in section 5. 
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4.2.1.1 Strict hierarchy of operator CAs 

In this trust model, all entities in the hierarchy trust the single root CA.  

Generally, the hierarchy may be established as follows: 1) the root CA certifies zero or more CAs immediately below it, 
2) each of these CAs certify zero or more CAs immediately below it, and 3) at the second-to-last level the CAs finally 
certify end-entities. 

For the NDS/AF, two possible sub-scenarios can be identified. 

One level deep hierarchy: 

There is a one master root CA, which signs the certificates of all the SEGs of every operator. 

Two level deep hierarchy: 

The master root CA key is used to sign the operator sub CA keys, and each operator then sign its own SEG certificates 
using his sub CA key. This scenario is illustrated in figure 6. 

CAR

SEGs

Operators' sub CAs

CAR

SEGs

Operators' sub CAs

 

Figure 6: Strict hierarchy of CAs (2-level solution) 

4.2.1.2 Distributed trust architecture 

In contrast to strict hierarchy where all the operators trust a single root CA, the distributed trust architecture distributes 
trust among operators’ own root CAs. The process of interconnecting the peer root CAs is known as cross-certification. 
figure 7 illustrates one possible distributed trust architecture with cross-certification. The cross-certification and 
roaming agreement establishment are directly linked to each other; the cross-certificates can be created as part of the 
roaming agreement establishment process. 

Intermediate CAs (if any)

End-entities

Peer CAs

Interconnection of 
previously independent CAs

 

Figure 7: Distributed trust architecture (general view) 

For the NDS/AF, two possible sub-scenarios can be identified. In both cases, each operator signs its own SEG 
certificates using his own root CA key. 

Mesh 

In the mesh configuration, all the operator’s root CAs are potentially cross-certified with each other. If the CAs are not 
all connected, then there is a partial mesh. For example, figure 7 illustrates a full mesh configuration. A full mesh 
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requires n(n-1)/2 cross-certification agreements, and a total of n(n-1) cross-certificates to be stored, when there are n 
root CAs. 

Bridge CA 

Figure 8 illustrates a hub-and-spoke configuration, where each operator’s root CA cross-certifies with a single central 
CA whose task is to facilitate this kind of interconnections. This central CA is called a hub, which spokes out to the root 
CAs. The central CA may also be called a bridge CA, bridging communication gaps between pairs of roots. The fully 
connected case requires only n cross-certification agreements for n root CAs. 

SEGs

Operators' root CAs

Cross-certification

CABridge

SEGs

Operators' root CAs

Cross-certification

CABridge

 

Figure 8: Bridge CA 

As a real life example, there exists an initiative called United States Federal Public-Key Infrastructure [12] by the U.S. 
government to define a PKI suitable for its own use. Their specifications also encompasses a Bridge CA, or Federal 
Bridge Certification Authority (FBCA) which supports interoperability among Federal Agency PKI domains. 

4.2.1.3 CTL model 

A Certificate Trust List (CTL) is a signed PKCS#7 data structure that can contain a list of trusted CAs. A trusted CA is 
identified within the CTL by a hash of the public key certificate of the subject CA. The CTL also contains policy 
identifiers and supports the use of extensions. 

From an inter-domain interoperability perspective, the CTL essentially replaces the cross-certification. The key is that 
the relying party trusts the issuer of the CTL, which then allows the relying party to trust the CAs conveyed within the 
CTL [1]. 

CTL is more like the legacy web browser trust model and it is not considered a real alternative here, but presented as it 
has been quite largely used. 

An example, where a root CA of an operator A provides a CTL indicating unilateral trust to operators B and C is shown 
in figure 9. 

SEGs

Operators' CAs

SEGs

A               B              C

CTLA = {A,B,C}

 

Figure 9: CTL model 
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5 Functionality and protocols 
This section focuses on the functionality and protocols of  the PKI-based solutions described in the previous section. 
The symmetric key solutions are not discussed here because no standard tools exist for manual exchange, verification, 
and revocation of symmetric keys. Also, there is currently no VPN gateway product on the market that supports 
automatic distribution of symmetric keys for authentication (e.g. via Kerberos). Such a solution would need additional 
implementation. 

5.1 Minimum set of functionality 
The minimum required PKI functionality may be realized by profiling the use of existing protocols to enhance 
interoperability between implementations: Examples are profiling of certificate fields, CRL usage, IKE Certificate 
handling. 

The minimum set of functionality to be specified by NDS/AF will consist of: 

- Certificate life cycle management method comprising: 

- Certificate initial enrollment (manually assisted or automatic); 

- Key update (Key update refers to an operation where an end entity updates its private key and receives from 
the CA a certificate with a new public key and validity but otherwise identical contents); 

- (Revocation requesting [might not be valid within NDS/AF]); 

- Certificate validation (validation of the certificate chain including the revocation data to a trusted root CA); 

- Certificate dissemination method: 

- IKE Peer to Peer exchange or repository access; 

- Revocation information dissemination method: 

- IKE Peer to Peer exchange or repository access. 

5.2 Available protocols 
Only in those cases having inter-operator operations, the protocols are an issue. These include FTP, HTTP and LDAP 
for repository access, OCSP [2] for certificate status checking and CMP [4,5] or CMC [6] for certificate life cycle 
management. 

End entities (EEs) need to be able to fetch CRLs in order to check the certificate status from a PKI repository. Also, in 
the case of multi-level CA hierarchies and cross-certification, EEs might need to fetch the certificates between the other 
party and the trusted CA in the certificate path (the EE certificate itself should be sent in the IKE payload). Both LDAP 
(Light-weight Directory Access Protocol) and HTTP should be supported for fetching CRLs from a repository. HTTP is 
very widely used, easy to implement and often used to fetch CRLs. However, LDAP is more suitable for fetching other 
objects as CRLs. 

CRL distribution point in the EE certificate or sub-CA certificate should point to the CRL issued by the CA. LDAP 
should be the supported mechanism to fetch certificates needed for certificate path construction. Unlike LDAP, there is 
no specification for HTTP for the certificate retrieval. 

Additionally it should be noted that the CRL transport mechanism is depends on the trust model. Also if IKE payload 
can include a certificate chain then HTTP would be enough, but this subject needs further study. 

5.3 Repositories 
In general, repositories should be located or duplicated close to nodes that access repositories frequently. Repositories 
can be located outside SEGs, in DeMilitarized Zone (DMZ) or in the operator’s network. Normally repositories are 
located at DMZ, which is a recommended approach also in this situation.  
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In the section 4 trust models, the following repository scenarios may exist. It should be noted that if the whole 
certificate chain is included in the IKE payload then repository access for certificate retrieval may be omitted. However, 
this is dependent on the trustmodel. 

Strict hierarchy of operator CAs (1-level) 

Certificate repository: Not required; in IKE authentication phase 1 each SEG will exchange their own device 
certificates, signed by the same CA. Here it is also supposed that the root CA certificate is securely pre-installed in each 
SEG. 

CRL repository: Required; the repository can be a centralized repository co-located in the root CA. 

Strict hierarchy of operator CAs (2-level) 

Certificate repository: Required; in IKE authentication phase 1 each SEG needs access to intermediary certificates (i.e. 
peer’s sub CA certificate) if they are not sent within the certificate payload. The repository can be either a centralized 
repository co-located in the root CA, or it can be located within each sub CA. 

CRL repository: Required; the repository can be either a centralized repository co-located in root CA, or it can be 
located within each sub CA. 

Distributed model (mesh): 

Certificate repository: Required; in IKE authentication phase 1 each SEG needs access to intermediary certificates (i.e. 
cross-certificates of peer CAs) if they are not sent within the certificate payload. The repository can be either a 
centralized repository in DMZ, or it can be located within each local CA.  

CRL repository: Required; the repository can be either a centralized repository in DMZ, or it can be located within each 
local CA. 

Distributed model (bridge CA): 

Certificate repository: Required; in IKE authentication phase each SEG needs access to intermediary certificates (i.e. 
cross-certificates of peer CAs and the Bridge CA) if they are not sent within the certificate payload. The repository can 
be either a centralized repository in DMZ (possibly co-located in Bridge CA), or it can be located within each local CA.  

CRL repository: Required; The repository can be either a centralized repository in DMZ (possibly co-located in Bridge 
CA), or it can be located within each local CA. 

CTL model: 

Certificate repository: Required; in IKE authentication phase each SEG needs access to intermediary certificates if they 
are not sent within the certificate payload. The repository can be either a centralized repository in DMZ, or it can be 
located within each local CA. 

CRL repository: Required; the repository can be either a centralized repository co-located in root CA, or it can be 
located within each sub CA. 

5.4 Certificate revocation methods 
The issues that affect in choosing the revocation mechanisms are: 

- Propagation of revocation information 

- CRLs guarantee the propagation after the next update. 

- OCSP guarantees real-time propagation, but there are no strong requirements for the real-time check in 
NDS/IP environment 

- The number of relying parties 

- In OCSP, the responder must sign each response, causing high performance requirements on the OCSP 
responder. 

- Only CRLs are signed, so there are no similar requirements than with OCSP. 
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These criteria should be discussed in every scenario. 

CRLs should be used when the status of the OCSP responder certificate itself is being checked. However, this means 
that each EE would need to support CRLs and the CRL publishing should be deployed together with the OCSP 
responders. RFC2560 (OCSP) defines a certificate extension, ocsp-nocheck, which indicates that the EE can trust the 
certificate during its lifetime. The certification practice statement (CPS) of the operator should explicitly define whether 
this practice is being used as it has serious security implications to the system. 

In the above trust models, there  may exist the following certificate revocation scenarios: 

Strict hierarchy of operator CAs (1-level) 

CRL distribution point is preconfigured, since there will be only one CA, only one CRL, and only one location where to 
get it. The CRL is located in a central repository, accessible to all the operators.  

Strict hierarchy of operator CAs (2-level) 

Each certificate contains CRL distribution point, pointing to the CRL of the corresponding operator, or possibly to the 
centralized distribution point. 

Distributed model (mesh): 

Each certificate contains CRL distribution point, pointing to the CRL of the corresponding operator, or possibly to the 
centralized distribution point. 

Distributed model (bridge CA): 

Each certificate contains CRL distribution point, pointing to the CRL of the corresponding operator, or possibly to the 
centralized distribution point. 

CTL model: 

Each certificate contains CRL distribution point, pointing to the CRL of the corresponding operator, or possibly to the 
centralized distribution point. 

However, the revocation of the CTL itself is a problem. Currently a CTL is valid as long as the CA certificates within 
the CTL. Revoking one CA from CTL means reinitialization of the infrastructure utilizing CTLs. 

In all of the above scenarios the OCSP responder(s) may be located in the same domain than CRL distribution point. 

5.5 Certificate and CRL profiles 
In this feasibility study it is supposed that the certificate and CRL profiles are as in [3]. 

5.6 Certificate Life Cycle Management 
Certificate management protocol v2 (CMPv2 [5]) should be the supported protocol to provide certificate lifecycle 
management capabilities. It involves online interaction (certificate enrollment, certificate renewal, key updates, 
revocation requests etc) between EEs, RAs, and CAs. Inter-operator operations are involved especially when different 
operators trust a common CA (hosted by a third party or one of the operators). 

See also section 6.4 which describes the CMPv2 maturity level. 
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5.6.1 PKCS10/7 & SCEP & automatic life cycle management comparison 

The initial enrollment of a certificate can be done manually by utilizing PKCS#10 certification request and PKCS#7 
digital envelope syntaxes. The manual procedure includes copy-pasting certification request to a web form and 
manually importing the issued certificate to the end entity device. The more advanced method is to use Simple 
Certificate Enrollment Protocol (SCEP) [7] utilizing HTTP as a transport and PKCS#7/10 as message syntaxes. 
However, SCEP does not provide life-cycle management functions, especially automatic key update procedure before 
the certificate expires. Therefore, the initial enrollment needs to be gone through each time when the certificate expires. 
CMPv2 (Certificate Management Protocol version 2) [8] provides a complete lifecycle management protocol including 
both intial enrollment and key updates. Although there are also multiple other functions such as online revocation 
request and CA key roll-over in CMPv2, within NDS/AF the most relevant functions that should be supported by all 
implementations are initial enrollment and key update. 

6 Technical benefits/disadvantages of various 
alternatives 

Here all the alternatives described in sections 4.1 and 4.2 are analyzed, and their respective advantages & disadvantages 
are specifically shown if applied to the current NDS/IP domain. 

Various viewpoints in the analysis are taken (as indicated by the subsection titles). 

6.1 Scalability 
Use of pre-shared keys with IPsec does not scale especially in mesh networks since a unique symmetric key should be 
generated for each IPsec connection. Adding new network element would require the generation and addition of a new 
key to each and every peer of the network element. Also, revocation would require similar operation. No standard tools 
exist for manual exchange, verification, and revocation of symmetric keys. Manual effort and number of keys grow 
with O(n²) for the full mesh model. For the symmetric key hub-and-spoke approaches with central SEGs, manual effort 
and number of keys grow with O(n) only. However, bandwidth and processing power of central SEGs may prove as 
limiting factors because they must handle aggregate traffic of all connected SEGs (twice: in and out).  

In the model with automatic symmetric key distribution, it is not necessary to route regular traffic through the hub node. 
All SEGs can share a secret key with the hub node and this will be used to establish a session key with any other SEG. 
Communication between SEGs will after this take place directly, without being routed through the hub node. If two 
SEGs have previously communicated, then they can also reuse the old session key. When adding a new SEG, both in 
the symmetric case and in the PKI case the new SEG must be provided with a new secret key (called private key in the 
PKI case). However, in the PKI case, this key can be generated locally and will not have to be distributed over the 
network (only the public key will have to be distributed). 

In the case of PKI, initialization only involves configuration of the new element to enroll certificate from the CA. 
Revocation can be centrally implemented with revocation lists or online certificate status responders. The number of 
keys grows with O(N) only. Beyond plain key numbers however, manual action is required for the new element at the 
most. Certificate distribution, verification, and revocation can be handled automatically.  

Scalability of the distributed trust model is somewhat limited because the number of necessary cross-certifications 
grows with O(N²) to achieve a full mesh. However, the growth is related to the number of CAs, which is much lower 
than the number of SEGs.  

The main argument for PKI is simpler key distribution. Adding a new SEG will in this case not necessarily involve 
distribution of secrets over the network, since the private key can be generated locally and is not shared with anyone. 

6.1.1 Examples of concrete scalability figures 

According to GSMA statistics (http://www.gsmworld.com/news/statistics/networkstats.shtml) there were 438 GSM 
networks on air in April 2002. The number of active GPRS network, is currently about 110 according to 
(http://www.gsmworld.com/technology/gprs/operators.shtml). Calculation is based for Rel-6/7 network scalability on 
the amount GSM networks (which is an overestimation to the to-date active IP-based networks) and on the assumption 
that there is only one SEG per network (which is an underestimation).  
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The number of roaming partners varies case by case, so three different categories are given (max, medium, min) to each 
alternative. In the next paragraph the number of secrets is calculated for the inter-operator communication. 

6.1.1.1 Symmetric alternatives 

Mesh 

[A full mesh is supposed here] 

Assume n is the total number of networks, then n-1 is the number of roaming partner for an operator. 

N is then the total number of shared secrets needed for roaming between all operators. But these do not have to be 
managed by one operator. One operator only has to manage the number n-1.  

Initially: n(n-1)/2, n=438 

Max: 100% (full mesh) -> total number of shared secrets  N = 95703 

Medium: 30% of 438 = 131 (ref. to T-Mobile 131) -> total number of shared secrets N = 8515 

Min: 10% of 438 = 44 (ref. to smallest Africa operator about 50) -> total number of shared secrets N = 946 

Adding a new network (and new SEG): 

When adding a SEG the initiating operator has to create n-1 new shared secrets. 

The total amount of shared secret the operator has to manage is (number of SEGs x number of roaming partners). 

Max: 100% -> number of new shared secrets = 438 

Medium: 30% of 438 -> number of new shared secrets = 131 (ref. to T-Mobile 131) 

Min: 10% of 438 -> number of new shared secrets = 44 (ref. to Africa case 50) 

Hub SEG (traffic flows through SEG) 

The total amount of shared secrets the operator has to manage is (number of SEGs x 1) when only one Hub-SEG 
assumed. 

Initially: 

Max: 100% -> number of shared secrets N = 438 

Medium: 30% of 438 -> number of shared secrets N = 131 (ref. to T-Mobile 131) 

Min: 10% of 438 -> number of shared secrets N = 44 (ref. to Africa case 50) 

Adding a new network (and SEG): 

establish 1 new shared secret 

6.1.1.2 PKI / distributed trust alternatives 

Mesh 

The number N is the total number cross-certifications needed for roaming between all operators. But these do not have 
to be managed by one operator. One operator only has to manage the number n-1. 

Initially: n(n-1)/2, n=438 (root CAs) 

Max: 100% (full mesh) -> total number of cross-certification agreements N = 95703 

Medium: 30% of 438 = 131 (ref. to T-Mobile 131) -> total number of cross-certification agreements N = 8515 

Min: 10% of 438 = 44 (ref. to africa case 50) -> total number of cross-certification agreements N = 946 

Adding a new network (new root CA): 
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Max: 100% -> total number of new cross-certification agreements = 438 

Medium: 30% of 438 -> total number of new cross-certification agreements = 131 (ref. to T-Mobile 131) 

Min: 10% of 438 -> total number of new cross-certification agreements = 44 (ref. to africa case 50) 

Adding a new SEG: 

requires creation of 1 new public/private key pair 

Bridge CA 

The number N is the total number cross-certifications needed for roaming between all operators. But these do not have 
to be managed by one operator. One operator only has to manage the number 1 (the amount of cross-certifications he 
has to manage with the bridge CA). 

Initially: n=438 (root CAs) 

Max: 100% -> total number of cross-certification agreements N = 438 

Medium: 30% of 438 -> total number of cross-certification agreements N = 131 (ref. to T-Mobile 131) 

Min: 10% of 438 -> total number of cross-certification agreements N = 44 (ref. to africa case 50) 

Adding a new network:  

Adding a new root CA requires 1 new cross-certification agreement. 

Adding a new SEG requires creation of 1 new public/private key pair. 

6.1.2 Conclusions about scalability 

 

Approach  # of secrets for n= 
438 to be managed 
in by the operator 
(either symmetric 

secret keys or 
cross-certificates) 
(assumed 1 SEG) 

Additional secrets 
needed for adding SEG 

in own network 

Additional secrets 
needed for new SEG of 
other network (similar 

as like adding new 
network) 

Symmetric: mesh 437 437 1 
Symmetric: hub-SEG 1 1 0 
PKI: mesh 437 437 1 
PKI: Bridge CA 1 1 0 

 
Regarding scalability, the models symmetrical hub-and-spoke with multiple central SEG and symmetrical KDC are 
similar to the symmetrical hub-SEG model. Analogically, the hierarchical PKI is similar to the bridge CA model. These 
are the only models suitable for NDS/AF in terms of manual key management efforts. 

In the light of these figures it can be quite clearly seen that Bridge-CA (PKI) is the only feasible choice from these 
alternatives. Hub SEG looks also promising, but in this alternative it is assumed that there is no additional functionality 
available and traffic flows through Hub SEG. As it has been concluded earlier this Hub SEG (with traffic flow) can be 
set up based on existing standards whereas hub key management requires new functionality. 

6.2 Performance 
The performance of the section 4 alternatives is analyzed (such as effects of certificate path processing to the overall 
performance). 

The potential bottlenecks of the system are directory services and OCSP responders, since validation often requires 
fetching revocation information (unless a still valid CRL or OCSP response is cached). Having multiple OCSP 
responders, publishing CRLs into multiple directories, and implementing directory replication redundancy can be added 
to avoid bottlenecks. If a mesh-type of cross-certification is being deployed (meaning that each operator CA has a 
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separate cross-certificate with each operator CA it is relying to), the certificate path construction can become a very 
heavy process. This is due to the fact that an EE needs to go through potentially tens of different cross-certificates in the 
directory before finding the correct cross-certificate for a given certificate path. Having a bridge CA setup, the path 
constructions can become more lightweight. 

The potential bottleneck introduced by using directory services for certificate retrieval maybe overcome by including 
the whole certificate chain into the IKE payload, if the trust model allows it. 

As a VPN environment is considered to be a static environment, the amount of expected revocations is not expected 
high. Therefore the argument that is often heard against CRL to require high bandwidth is not applicable here (is 
applicable for end-user certificates), making it a simple method with low bandwidth requirements.  

6.3 Management issues 
The management issues related to elements which fall outside of intra-operator domain, such as Bridge CA, are 
analyzed. Also other management aspects than just key management issues are included. 

Key management is generally eased in a PKI compared to the symmetric hub-and-spoke model. In both cases a new 
SEG must be equipped with its own private/secret key. However, in a PKI this key (the private key) can be generated 
locally and need not be distributed over the network since this key is not shared with anyone else. In the symmetric 
case, the secret key must be distributed. 

The conceptually simplest trust model can be achieved if the SEGs of all operators are certified by a common CA. 
Every SEG can then get the certificate of all other SEGs by consulting the common CA. The management and checking 
of revocation status is also simplified when a common CA is in control of all the certificates. 

However, it might be more realistic that there will be a structure of regional CAs. Each regional CA then needs to be 
part of a hierarchical structure with a common root CA or needs to be cross-certified with all other regional CAs. 
Combinations of hierarchical structure and cross-certifications are also possible. Management of the CAs will then be 
done on a regional basis. Europe (EU), Asia (ASEAN) and North America (NAFTA) could be natural regional 
candidates. 

6.4 Re-usability 
The re-usability of the current and mostly used practises, products and protocols against the above solutions are 
analyzed. 

All the technical PKI practices deployed today (LDAP, HTTP, X.509v3 profile, CRLv2 profile, OCSP) should be fully 
re-usable. However, there is an area that is not widely deployed today: automatic online certificate lifecycle 
management. Certificate lifecycle management refers to operations and online interactions between PKI entities (EEs, 
RAs, and CAs) that are needed for enrolling certificates (first time enrollment), updating EE private keys before 
certificate expiration, CA key rollover, and requesting revocation online. 

Without automatic certificate lifecycle management, updating certificates before expiration would involve manual 
administrator involvement. Also, enrolling the first certificate for EE should be an online process. Certificate 
Management Protocols v2 (CMPv2) [5] is an IETF standard (draft) for implementing certificate lifecycle management. 
The PKI industry has expressed strong support for CMPv2, and there has been extensive interoperability testing 
between vendors in PKI Forum (for more info, see [9]). Already today major CA products support server-side of the 
CMP protocol. However, the lack of client-side implementations has slowed the adoption of certificate lifecycle 
management. It is suggested that CMPv2 would be specified as a mandatory mechanism for managing certificates in 
intra- and inter-operator PKI operations. Support for multiple mechanisms would add unnecessary complexity, so it 
would be preferred to have a single supported protocol for implementing lifecycle management. 

There is currently no IP VPN gateway ( = SEG) product on the market that supports automatic distribution of 
symmetric keys for authentication (e.g. via Kerberos). Such a solution would need additional implementation and 
interoperability testing efforts by product vendors. It also bears the risk of separating the 3GPP system IP components 
from established market standards. 

6.5 Interoperability 
The interoperability of the above alternatives is analyzed. 
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1) Interoperability towards Rel-5 SEG 

 Pre-shared key is the only required authentication method in NDS/IP for Rel. 5. Therefore first NDS/IP 
implementations will rely on symmetric keys. NDS/AF should be interoperable with those implementations. 
There is no way to cross-certify or establish a common hierarchy between PKI and symmetric key solutions, 
however. Approaches providing automatic distribution of pre-generated symmetric keys from a trusted hub using 
public key cryptography do not seem practicable, because they provide no easy migration path. Thus such 
approaches may not be worth further study. Therefore interoperability must be provided by SEGs rather than by 
the NDS/AF. An interoperable SEG shall support both certificate-based and pre-shared key authentication to 
communicate with NDS/AF capable and Rel-5 SEG, respectively. 

2) Interoperability guarantee by profiling the selected protocols for NDS/AF 

 Profiling the use of certificate fields, CRL usage, IKE Certificate handling will enhance the interoperability of 
NDS/AF SEG of different vendors and fasten the deployment and acceptance of the choosen solutions. 

 Following information may help for the profiling task later on: 

- The Internet IP Security PKI Profile of ISAKMP and PKIX [10]; 

- Requirements for Large Scale PKI-Enabled VPNs [11]. 

6.6 IKE 
Effects of NDS/AF on IKE: what authentication methods should be supported, and what not.  Also Son of IKE is 
discussed. 

6.6.1 IKE 

IKE offers the following authentication methods: 

- Signatures; 

- Public Key Encryption; 

- Revised Mode of Public Key Encryption; 

- Pre-Shared Key. 

The algorithms available for asymmetric operations are Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) and Rivest-Shamir-
Adleman (RSA). 

Currently the most widely used mechanisms are: 

1. Pre-shared key  

2. Digital signatures using the RSA algorithm 

Public key encryption methods are not recommended, since initiators must determine the responder’s public key from 
the IP address or from other relevant information. Currently public key encryption methods do not have very wide 
implementation support, and they are likely to be removed from the future version of IKE. 

The RSA signature method has been tested on IPsec interoperability meetings and there is wide support for it among 
IPsec vendors. DSA signature method has received much less testing and there have been problems withs its 
interoperability among vendors in the interoperability meetings. 

The security level of the RSA signature method can be enchanced by increasing the key length, and using stronger hash 
function etc, the security level of the DSA is mostly fixed as it is designed so that all parameters of the security are 
same, and for example changing the hash function is not possible. The RSA key length must be minimum 1024 bits, 
preferably greater. 
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6.6.2 Son of IKE (SOI) 

Currently IETF investigates a successor of IKE: The 2 current proposals are JFK and IKEv2.  

It is not part of this feasibility study to investigate or mandate the support of SOI on the SEG. However, to support 
migration from IKE to SOI for NDS/AF, the IKE signature method that is still supported by SOI shall be choosen. The 
current SOI proposal does support RSA signatures, hence this will be the proposed authentication method for NDS/AF. 

If a need for the pre-shared keys is seen, 3GPP should contribute to IETF about this issue, since it is still uncertain if the 
pre-shared keys will remain in SOI. 

6.7 Effects on operator's environment 
This section analyzes the effects of above solutions on operator's environment, and especially on their existing PKI 
solution. 

As illustrated in figure 1, secure communication between two operators is done via the Za-interface, ie between the 
Security Gateways (SEGs) of the two operators. By limiting the inter-operator communications to the Za-interface, the 
need for certificates will be limited to the number of operators. If an operator already has a PKI implemented for intra-
operator NE authentication, then this solution can be combined with the inter-operator PKI solution. In this way secure 
communication will be facilitated directly between network elements of different operators. However, the focus of this 
document is the Za-interface. 

The security policy established over the Za-interface is subject to roaming agreements if the security domains belong to 
different operators. This is different from the security policy enforced over the Zb-interface, which is the single 
responsibility of the operator that controls this security domain. 

Operators will have different deployment options depending on the solutions chosen for the authentication framework. 
Most probably they will have existing PKI solutions that they have to take into consideration. 

6.7.1 Symmetric key or public key approach 

It is argued that this choice is primarily a question of O&M costs driven by scalability issues, and consequently a 
practical question. With a symmetric key solution there will be small initial costs, but the number of keys grows 
quadratically with the number of nodes. A PKI solution will have larger initial costs, but a growth in the number of 
nodes will only cause a linear growth in the number of keys. 

Although the intra-operator case was not in the scope of this study, the reality is that the technology chosen by the 
operator for inter-domain case should fit the intra-operator case also. For example, consider that NDS/IP can be 
extended into GERAN and UTRAN, meaning that every GERAN BTS and every UTRAN NodeB could be a NDS/IP 
capable entity. In reality, there might be so many basestations that the operator would see desireable to  have a PKI-
based solution for managing the related key material. This could be considered as a strong argument for having a PKI-
based solution also for inter-operator case. 

Moreover, methods for revocation (e.g. due to SEG compromise) and renewal of symmetric keys, including secure 
erasure are not standardised. Therefore, significant procedural and contractual efforts are necessary to establish such 
methods. For a PKI, key revocation and renewal is standardised. 

Operators had good experiences with preshared symmetric keys for subscriber authentication. However, benefits of this 
symmetric key application can not be directly taken over to the NDS/AF environment due to following reasons: 

- Storing a secret in a tamper-resistant device is not related to the symmetric or asymmetric question. Furthermore, 
a SIM-like solution is not feasible for industry-standard IPSec devices; 

- Subscriber authentication takes place in a many-to-one relation rather than in a many-to-many relation needed 
for NDS/AF. 

6.7.2 In- or out-sourcing 

The safest way to achieve interoperable and re-usable solutions is to conform to widely recognized standard formats and 
protocols. By following such an approach in this work item, operators will have better chance of utilizing the PKI 
investments they might already have made. 
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If the requirements for PKI functionality in NDS/AF will differ a lot from existing infrastructure managed by the 
operator, out-sourcing could be a more likely choice. In-sourcing or out-sourcing is not only a question of physical 
infrastructure but also a question of having administrative processes in place and operative PKI management staff with 
the professional skills needed. 

6.7.3 Build or buy 

The suggested solution should be such that buying the technology is easier and faster than building it from scratch. This 
aims at faster deployment of the whole PKI concept. 

6.7.4 Closed or open environment 

In this work item PKI for the inter-operator domain is of primary concern. However, the chosen infrastructure should 
not prevent evolution towards intra-operator domain PKI. 

One should neither preclude an extension towards an authentication framework for non-control plane nodes. Most 
probably a user-plane application of PKI will have requirements that differs from NDS/AF requirements in some 
aspects, but elements of the infrastructure could still be re-used. 

6.8 Major technical and political risks 
This section analyzes the technical and political risks of above solutions. At least the arrangement of CAs is a political 
issue, and agreeing on e.g. total hierarchy of CAs (or even Bridge CA trust model) may be difficult. 

6.8.1 PKI recognition 

Although PKI systems have been on the market for several years, PKI has not yet gained the widespread acceptance 
that some had expected. The most basic standards have been available for years. Nevertheless, there have also been 
expressed some opposing views on  whether the PKI approach is a success. 

The political reasons for opposition are mostly related to privacy concerns. This argument is only relevant for individual 
authentication and does not apply to our case. There might be a need for placing trust in a third party, but that does not 
necessarily apply to PKI only. Also in a symmetric key case one might need a third party in order to improve 
scalability. 

6.8.2 Trust model 

The choice of trust model is perhaps the most basic decision one has to make when designing an authentication 
framework for network domain security (NDS/AF). 

Some symmetric key approaches imply hop-by-hop security. This may be inadequate for roaming agreements, which 
are made mutually between two PLMN operators without including all intermediate GRX providers and other PLMN 
operators attached to those GRX networks (see Appendix B). Inter-operator traffic may be subject to interception and 
injection at intermediate nodes between the operators' SEGs that don’t apply operator-to-operator protection. 
Approaches providing operator to operator security without any third party knowing the shared secrets will find more 
acceptance among operators. 

All symmetric key approaches with central traffic hubs or central key distribution bear increased risk compared to PKI 
approaches because one security breach will compromise many or all secret keys, allowing traffic decryption and NE 
impersonation. A CA security breach needs additional steps to be effective for an attacker (e.g. issuing false certificates, 
including them in authorization lists, etc.). 

For the PKI approach, a scalable solution can be obtained by introducing a CA level above the operator level CA, either 
a bridge CA or a master root CA. 

A starting point could also be a one level deep hierarchy with all SEGs certified by a common CA. However, it is not 
obvious who should take the role of a master CA. It could be outsourced from the operator community, the operators 
could form a CA owned and operated jointly or one operator might own and/or operate it on behalf of the others. 
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The trust models that most probably could gain support from all operators are the distributed trust model and the bridge 
CA model or a combination of these. A simple way of implementing the first case would be to require that each peer 
CA (see figure 7) to be trusted should be directly cross-certified, thus no transitive trust relationships would be 
necessary. However, the case with a bridge CA is based on the use of transitive trust through the bridge CA, ie each CA 
will trust each CA to which the bridge CA connects. 

The problem with the bridge model is that everyone must trust the bridge, just like everyone has to trust the root CA in 
a pure hierarchic model. The question then arises, which organization should run the bridge CA? In a distributed trust 
architecture, with regional CAs cross-certifying each other, then each operator only has to trust the regional CA. 

In a strict hierarchic model all end-entities will store the public key of the root CA. This model is therefore very 
vulnerable for attacks on the root CA. If the private key of the root CA is compromised, then each node in the hierarcy 
must be updated with the new public key of the root CA. In the distributed trust model and the bridge CA model then 
only other CAs will be influenced by the compromise of the keys of some central node. 

6.8.3 Revocation methods 

A possible approach could be a stepwise introduction of revocation mechanisms. Initially, it could be a very simple 
solution e.g. manual revocation. At later phases, periodic checking of CRLs may be used. Optionally, OCSP (Online 
Certificate Status Protocol) may replace or supplement the process of CRL checking. 

6.8.4 Standard vs. proprietary solutions 

It has to be sorted out whether NDS/AF has specific needs that call for non-standard PKI -solutions. It would clearly be 
an advantage to adhere to accepted standards. This will both ease interoperability and reduce the need for in-house 
software development. 

6.8.5 Legal issues 

The process of establishing trust relations involves legal issues. Both in the case of cross-certification and in the case of 
a common root CA detailed agreements has to be set up. It has to be settled what shall be the responsibility for each of 
the partners. 
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7 Summary and conclusions 
This feasibility study has described two possible approaches for the NDS authentication framework (NDS/AF), namely 
symmetric and asymmetric (i.e. PKI) approaches. The following table summarises the pros and cons of the approaches 
that were found suitable in terms of manual key management scalability (see section 6.1.2): 

 

 Symmetric keys, hub 
SEG or mult. central hub 

SEGs 

Symmetric keys, 
automatic dist. (KDC) 

PKI, hierarchical or 
bridge CA 

NDS/AF infrastructure 
complexity 

+ - - 

Existing standards and 
products 

+ - + 

Processing demand in 
NDS/AF for bulk traffic 

- + + 

Operator to operator 
security (E2E) 

- + + 

 
According to this study it is feasible to apply PKI-based NDS/AF to the current NDS/IP domain. The PKI approach 
provides the best overall benefits with the only drawback of its complexity. However, automatic distribution of 
symmetric keys as the only feasible alternative bears the same complexity. 

The trust model for deploying the PKI has been left open. However, after having analyzed different alternatives, the 
trust model based on Bridge CA looks most promising. Concerning the certificate life cycle management, the automatic 
certificate life cycle management is preferred over PKCS#10/7 and SCEP approaches. Concerning the certificate 
revocation mechanisms, CRLs over OCSP are preferred. Concerning IKE, including of the certificate chain in the 
payload is preferred (instead of repository access). However, all the other details of protocol profiling have been 
purposely left as future work items. 
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Foreword 
This Technical Report has been produced by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). 

The contents of the present document are subject to continuing work within the TSG and may change following formal 
TSG approval. Should the TSG modify the contents of the present document, it will be re-released by the TSG with an 
identifying change of release date and an increase in version number as follows: 

Version x.y.z 

where: 

x the first digit: 

1 presented to TSG for information; 

2 presented to TSG for approval; 

3 or greater indicates TSG approved document under change control. 

y the second digit is incremented for all changes of substance, i.e. technical enhancements, corrections, 
updates, etc. 

z the third digit is incremented when editorial only changes have been incorporated in the document. 

Introduction 
For 3GPP systems there is a need for truly scalable entity Authentication Framework (AF) since an increasing number 
of network elements and interfaces are covered by security mechanisms. The work item needs to be completed 
preferably in Release 6 time frame but no later than the Release 7 (more specifically, early 2004) timeframe. 

The objective is to develop a highly scalable entity authentication framework for 3GPP network nodes. This framework 
will be developed in the context of the Network Domain Security work items, which effectively limits the scope to the 
control plane entities of the core network. Thus, the Authentication Framework will provide entity authentication for the 
nodes that are using NDS/IP. 

The study will specifically show the benefits of applying NDS/AF to the current NDS/IP domain. The consequences 
and alternatives will be presented along with the pro’s and con’s. In the PKI-based alternative, this study analyzes how 
operator CA’s can be organized and what are the trust relationships between them. Thus, different trust models and their 
effects will be studied. Additionally, we will present high-level requirements for the used protocols and certificate 
profiles, to make it possible for operator IPsec and PKI implementations to interoperate. 

It should be noted that although there is a strong trend towards PKI systems, this feasibility study does not take it as a 
self-evident approach for NDS/AF. In other words, the non-PKI approach is also to be studied. 
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1 Scope 
The scope of this feasibility study is limited to authentication of network elements which are using NDS/IP, and located 
in the inter-operator domain. 

This means that we concentrate on authentication of Security Gateways (SEG), and the corresponding Za-interfaces. 
Authentication of elements in the intra-operator domain is considered as an internal issue for the operators. This is quite 
much in line with [6] which states that only Za is mandatory, and that the security domain operator can decide if the Zb-
interface is deployed or not, as the Zb-interface is optional for implementation. 

However, NDS/AF can easily be adapted to intra-operator use. This is just a simplification of the inter-operator case as 
all NDS/IP NEs and the PKI infrastructure belong to the same operator. Validity of certificates may be restricted to the 
operator's domain. 

This work might also later be extended to provide entity authentication services to non-control plane nodes, but this has 
not been studied. 

Possible use of multi-purpose PKI solutions (e.g. providing end-user security) for NDS/AF has not been studied. On the 
contrary, it is recommended to use a dedicated and profiled PKI for NE authentication in NDS/IP. Different applications 
make different demands on a PKI and it may make sense to build a lightweight PKI for each purpose rather than to 
build one that solves all problems. Complexity is one of the main impediments to PKI deployment today [11]. 

 

The NDS architecture for IP-based protocols is illustrated in figure 1. 

Za 

Zb 

Zb 

Zb 

SEGA 

Security domain A Security domain B 

SEGB 

NE 
A-1 

NE 
A-2 

Zb 

Zb 

Zb 

NE 
B-1 

NE 
B-2 

IKE "connection" 

ESP tunnel 
 

Figure 1: NDS architecture for IP-based protocols [6] 

2 References 
The following documents contain provisions which, through reference in this text, constitute provisions of the present 
document. 

• References are either specific (identified by date of publication, edition number, version number, etc.) or 
non-specific. 

• For a specific reference, subsequent revisions do not apply. 
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• For a non-specific reference, the latest version applies.  In the case of a reference to a 3GPP document (including 
a GSM document), a non-specific reference implicitly refers to the latest version of that document in the same 
Release as the present document. 

[1] PKI Forum, "CA-CA Interoperability", March 2001: 
http://www.pkiforum.org/pdfs/ca-ca_interop.pdf 

[2] Manyfolks,  "RFC 2560: Online Certificate Status Protocol – OCSP", June 1999. 

[3] Manyfolks, "RFC 2459: Certificate and CRL Profile", January 1999. 

[4] C. Adams & S. Farrell, "RFC2510: Certificate Management Protocols", March 1999. 

[5] C. Adams & S. Farrell, "Internet draft: Certificate Management Protocols", December 2001 
draft-ietf-pkix-rfc2510bis-06.txt 

[5] Manyfolks, "RFC 2797: Certificate Management Messages over CMS", April 2000. 

[6] 3GPP TS 33.210 "NDS/IP" v5.1.0 

[7] Simple Certificate Enrollment Protocol, SCEP: 
http://search.ietf.org/internet-drafts/draft-nourse-scep-06.txt 

[8] Certificate Management Protocol version 2:  
http://www.ietf.org/internet-drafts/draft-ietf-pkix-rfc2510bis-06.txt 

[9] Extensive interoperability testing between vendors in PKI Forum: 
http://www.pkiforum.org/news/2001/CMP_FINAL3.htm 

[10] The Internet IP Security PKI Profile of ISAKMP and PKIX (June 2002): 
http://www.ietf.org/internet-drafts/draft-ietf-ipsec-pki-profile-00.txt 

[11] Requirements for Large Scale PKI-Enabled VPNs: 
draft-dploy-requirements-00.doc, at http://www.projectdploy.com 

[12] United States Federal Public-Key Infrastructure:  
http://csrc.nist.gov/pki 

3 Abbreviations 
For the purposes of the present report, the following abbreviations apply: 

AF Authentication Framework 
CA Certification Authority 
CMC Certificate Management Messages over CMS 
CMP Certificate Management Protocol 
CPS Certification Practice Statement 
CRL Certificate Revocation List 
CTL Certificate Trust List 
DMZ DeMilitarized Zone 
EE End Entity (synonymous for PKI-client in SEG) 
HTTP Hyper Text Transfer Protocol 
IKE Internet Key Exchange 
LDAP Lightweight Directory Access Protocol 
NDS Network Domain Security 
OCSP Online Certificate Status Protocol 
Root CA A CA that is directly trusted by an end-entity; that is, securely acquiring the value of a Root CA 

public key requires some out-of-band step(s). This term is not meant to imply that a Root CA is 
necessarily at the top of any hierarchy, simply that the CA in question is trusted directly. 

SEG Security Gateway 
SOI Son of IKE 
Za Interface between SEGs belonging to different networks/security domains (A Za interface may be 

an intra or an inter operator interface). 
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Zb Interface between SEGs and NEs and interface between NEs within the same network/security 
domain 

 

4 Architectural alternatives 
This section describes the different architecture alternatives for NDS/AF. 

When two SEGs want to set up a first security association (ISAKMP SA) they have to carry out strong mutual 
authentication. This authentication can be based on either pre-shared secrets or some kind of public key mechanism. 
 

4.1 Inter-operator NDS/AF with symmetric keys 
In the case of pre-shared secrets, this can be provided for by manual means for all the secret keys in question. When the 
number of SEGs becomes large this solution scales poorly. By introducing a hierarchy of SEGs, scalability can be 
improved at the cost of vulnerability and high traffic load in the central SEGs. This is a solution that should be easy to 
implement, as it can make use of well-known IPsec techniques. 
The other possibility is to introduce a third party, a Key Distribution Center, KDC. In this case each SEG shares a secret 
key with the KDC (we can not totally avoid any manual procedures in the very beginning). Every pair of SEGs that is to 
communicate can then get their common key from the KDC. This key can have long lifetime and be the pre-shared 
secret in the IKE/ISAKMP context. The procedure of distributing these keys must not be intermixed with key exchange 
in IKE. The involvement of the KDC takes place prior to and is independent of IKE procedures. A security association 
can then be established directly between the two operator SEGs which want to communicate. The user traffic will in 
this case not be routed via KDC. 
Notice that the protection of the communication is on hop-by-hop basis in all the examples below. 

4.1.1. Manual exchange of symmetric keys  

For the case with manually distributed keys we look at the following sub-scenarios which could be applied within the 
NDS/AF framework:  

1) mesh of direct one-to-one relationships, where each operator creates and shares a secret key with every operator 
with which it has a roaming agreement, and 

2) hub-and-spoke approach where each operator SEG shares a secret key with only one intermediary security 
gateway, acting as a bridge for all SEGs.  

3) hub-and-spoke approach with multiple central SEGs where each operator SEG shares a secret key with one of 
several central SEGs. 

In sub-scenarios 2) and 3) better scalability is achieved simply by changing the topology. Examples are shown in 
figures 2, 3 and 4, with the total number of operator SEGs set to 12. In figure 2 the maximum number of keys in the 
system is 66, in the hub-and-spoke approach in figure 3 the total number of keys drops to 12. In the hub-and-spoke 
approach in figure 4 the number of pre-shared keys is 15. 

In the following text, the number of operator SEGs is denoted n, while the number of central SEGs is denoted N. 

We then have the following alternatives: 

1) Mesh of direct one-to-one relationships. Each operator’s SEG shares a secret key with every operator’s SEG with 
which it has a roaming agreement. The user traffic goes directly between the source and destination SEGs. If n is the 
total number of operator SEGs, then if every SEG shall be able to communicate with every other SEG, then the number 
of pre-shared keys needed will amount to n*(n-1)/2. Note that the number of secret keys needed here grows with n2. 
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Operator SEG. Total number n = 12. 

Legend: 

 

 

Figure 2: Mesh of direct trust relationships between operators. Number of pre-shared keys limited to 
n*(n-1)/2 (here n=12 gives 66 pre-shared keys) 

2)  Hub-and-spoke approach with one central SEG. Each SEG shares a secret key with the central SEG (marked 
with red colour). The number of preshared secret keys in this case is equal to the number of operator SEGs and it grows 
linearly with n.  

 

Operator SEG. Total number n=12. 

Central SEG. Total number N=1. 

Legend: 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Hub-and-spoke approach with symmetric keys. Number of pre-shared keys limited to n 
(here 12 pre-shared keys) 
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3)  Hub-and-spoke approach with multiple central SEGs. Each operator SEG shares a secret key with one of the 
central SEGs (marked with red colour). In this case, also the different central SEGs will have to share secret keys with 
all other central SEGs, which somewhat complicates the calculation of necessary preshared keys. If we still suppose that 
the number of operator SEGs is n and the number of central SEGs is N, then the number of preshared keys will be 
n + N*(N-1)/2. 
However, with a limited number of central SEGs, the number of preshared secret keys will be about equal to the 
number of operator SEGs (n) and it grows linearly with n.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Hub-and-spoke approach with multiple central SEGs. Number of pre-shared keys limited to 
n + N*(N-1)/2 (n=12 and N=3 give 15 pre-shared keys) 

4.1.2. Automated exchange of symmetric keys 

In order to support automatic assigning of keys one has to introduce a trusted third party. In symmetric systems this 
third party is usually denoted a Key Distribution Center, KDC. The only example of trusted third party solutions 
explicitly mentioned in the ISAKMP specification (RFC 2408) is Kerberos. In figure 5 is illustrated how the protocol in 
principle works. 
Explanation for this scenario: 
SEGA wants to communicate securely with SEGB. SEGA and SEGB share no security association, but they both trust the 
KDC. SEGA sends a request to KDC containing its own identity A and the identity of the SEG it wants to get a secure 
communication. SEGA and KDC share the secret key, KA, while SEGB and KDC share KB. In the following steps SEGA 
and SEGB are provided with a shared key K in a way that is protected from interception. T stands for timestamp, L 
stands for lifetime. E(m, k) denotes message m encrypted with encryption key k. The assigned key, K, is usually 
regarded a session key, but in our context it could be the authentication key we look for (which means that L has to take 
on large values). 
Notice, this does not suggest end-to-end security. Every SEG-SEG hop is an independent ESP tunnel, so the SEGs 
negotiating for a shared secret K as illustrated in this example are always neighbouring SEGs. 

 

Operator SEG. Total number n=12. 

Central SEG. Total number N=3. 

Legend: 
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KDC SEGA SEGB

A,B

E((T,L,K,B),KA)

E((T,L,K,A),KB) E((A,T),K)

E((T,L,K,A),KB)

E(T+1,K)

KDC SEGA SEGB

A,BA,B

E((T,L,K,B),KA)

E((T,L,K,A),KB)

E((T,L,K,B),KA)

E((T,L,K,A),KB) E((A,T),K)

E((T,L,K,A),KB)

E((A,T),K)

E((T,L,K,A),KB)

E(T+1,K)E(T+1,K)
 

Figure 5: Sequence diagram for automated key assignment 

4.1 Inter-operator NDS/AF with symmetric keys 
In this scenario there will be no PKI involved, but each operator’s SEG has to establish bilateral key agreements (i.e. 
share symmetric secret keys). 

This has two obvious sub-scenarios which could be applied with NDS/AF:  

1) mesh of direct one-to-one relationships, where each operator creates and shares a secret key with every operator 
with which it has a roaming agreement, and 

2) hub-and-spoke approach where each SEG shares a secret key with only one intermediary security gateway, 
acting as a bridge between all SEGs. 

These sub-scenarios are illustrated in figures 2 and 3, with the total number of operators set to 6. In figure 2 the total 
amount of keys in the system is 9, whereas the hub-and-spoke approach (in  figure 3) drops the total number of keys 
to 6. 

Suppose that the number of operators is N, then scenario 1) described above potentially requires a total of N(N-1)/2 
shared secrets to be established, whereas scenario 2) requires only N shared secrets. 

 

Figure 2: Partial mesh of direct trust relationships between operators 
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Figure 3: Hub-and-spoke approach with symmetric keys 

4.2 Inter-operator NDS/AF utilizing PKI 
In this scenario, each operator utilizes (its own or outsourced) PKI infrastructure to issue public-key certificates to the 
SEG elements to be subsequently used in IKE authentication. 

This scenario has quite many variations, and the following subsections will describe them, one-by-one. 

4.2.1 Trust models 

We have identified three basic trust models which could be used to establish inter-operator trust relationships: 

1) Strict hierarchy of operator CAs,  

2) Distributed trust architecture with cross-certification, and 

3) Certificate Trust Lists (CTL). 

We will give the scenarios related to these trust models in the following subsections. The repository and revocation 
issues will be discussed separately in section 5. 

4.2.1.1 Strict hierarchy of operator CAs 

In this trust model, all entities in the hierarchy trust the single root CA.  

Generally, the hierarchy may be established as follows: 1) the root CA certifies zero or more CAs immediately below it, 
2) each of these CAs certify zero or more CAs immediately below it, and 3) at the second-to-last level the CAs finally 
certify end-entities.  

For the NDS/AF, two possible sub-scenarios can be identified.  

One level deep hierarchy: 

There is a one master root CA, which signs the certificates of all the SEGs of every operator.  

Two level deep hierarchy: 

The master root CA key is used to sign the operator sub CA keys, and each operator then sign its own SEG certificates 
using his sub CA key.  This scenario is illustrated in figure 64. 
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CAR

SEGs

Operators' sub CAs

CAR

SEGs

Operators' sub CAs

 

Figure 64: Strict hierarchy of CAs (2-level solution) 

4.2.1.2 Distributed trust architecture 

In contrast to strict hierarchy where all the operators trust a single root CA, the distributed trust architecture distributes 
trust among operators’ own root CAs. The process of interconnecting the peer root CAs is known as cross-certification. 
figure 75 illustrates one possible distributed trust architecture with cross-certification. The cross-certification and 
roaming agreement establishment are directly linked to each other; the cross-certificates can be created as part of the 
roaming agreement establishment process. 

Intermediate CAs (if any)

End-entities

Peer CAs

Interconnection of 
previously independent CAs

 

Figure 75: Distributed trust architecture (general view) 

 

For the NDS/AF, two possible sub-scenarios can be identified. In both cases, each operator signs its own SEG 
certificates using his own root CA key. 

Mesh 

In the mesh configuration, all the operator’s root CAs are potentially cross-certified with each other. If the CAs are not 
all connected, then we have a partial mesh. For example, figure 57 illustrates a full mesh configuration. A full mesh 
requires n(n-1)/2 cross-certification agreements, and a total of n(n-1) cross-certificates to be stored, when there are n 
root CAs. 

Bridge CAHub-and-spoke 

Figure 86 illustrates a hub-and-spoke configuration, where each operator’s root CA cross-certifies with a single central 
CA whose task is to facilitate this kind of interconnections. This central CA is called a hub, which spokes out to the root 
CAs. The central CA may also be called a bridge CA, bridging communication gaps between pairs of roots. The fully 
connected case requires only n cross-certification agreements for n root CAs. 
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Figure 86: Bridge CA 

As a real life example, there exists an initiative called United States Federal Public-Key Infrastructure [12] by the U.S. 
government to define a PKI suitable for its own use. Their specifications also encompasses a Bridge CA, or Federal 
Bridge Certification Authority (FBCA) which supports interoperability among Federal Agency PKI domains. 

4.2.1.3 CTL model 

A Certificate Trust List (CTL) is a signed PKCS#7 data structure that can contain a list of trusted CAs. A trusted CA is 
identified within the CTL by a hash of the public key certificate of the subject CA. The CTL also contains policy 
identifiers and supports the use of extensions. 

From an inter-domain interoperability perspective, the CTL essentially replaces the cross-certification. The key is that 
the relying party trusts the issuer of the CTL, which then allows the relying party to trust the CAs conveyed within the 
CTL. [1] 

CTL is more like the legacy web browser trust model and it is not considered a real alternative here, but presented as it 
has been quite largely used. 

An example, where a root CA of an operator A provides a CTL indicating unilateral trust to operators B and C is shown 
in figure 97. 

SEGs

Operators' CAs

SEGs

A               B              C

CTLA = {A,B,C}

 

Figure 97: CTL model 

5 Functionality and protocols 
This section focuses on the functionality and protocols of  the PKI-based solutions described in the previous section. 
The symmetric key solutions are not discussed here because no standard tools exist for manual exchange, verification, 
and revocation of symmetric keys. Also, there is currently no VPN gateway product on the market that supports 
automatic distribution of symmetric keys for authentication (e.g. via Kerberos). Such a solution would need additional 
implementation. 
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5.1 Minimum set of functionality 
The minimum required PKI functionality may be realized by profiling the use of existing protocols to enhance 
interoperability between implementations: Examples are profiling of certificate fields, CRL usage, IKE Certificate 
handling. 

The minimum set of functionality to be specified by NDS/AF will consist of: 

- Certificate life cycle management method comprising 

- Certificate initial enrollment (manually assisted or automatic) 

- Key update (Key update refers to an operation where an end entity updates its private key and receives from 
the CA a certificate with a new public key and validity but otherwise identical contents.) 

- (Revocation requesting [might not be valid within NDS/AF]) 

- Certificate validation (validation of the certificate chain including the revocation data to a trusted root CA) 

- Certificate dissemination method 

- IKE Peer to Peer exchange or repository access 

- Revocation information dissemination method 

- IKE Peer to Peer exchange or repository access 

5.2 Available protocols 
Only in those cases having inter-operator operations, the protocols are an issue. These include FTP, HTTP and LDAP 
for repository access, OCSP [2] for certificate status checking and CMP [4,5] or CMC [6] for certificate life cycle 
management. 

End entities (EEs) need to be able to fetch CRLs in order to check the certificate status from a PKI repository. Also, in 
the case of multi-level CA hierarchies and cross-certification, EEs might need to fetch the certificates between the other 
party and the trusted CA in the certificate path (the EE certificate itself should be sent in the IKE payload). Both LDAP 
(Light-weight Directory Access Protocol) and HTTP should be supported for fetching CRLs from a repository. HTTP is 
very widely used, easy to implement and often used to fetch CRLs. However, LDAP is more suitable for fetching other 
objects as CRLs. 

CRL distribution point in the EE certificate or sub-CA certificate should point to the CRL issued by the CA. LDAP 
should be the supported mechanism to fetch certificates needed for certificate path construction. Unlike LDAP, there is 
no specification for HTTP for the certificate retrieval. 

Additionally it should be noted that the CRL transport mechanism is depends on the trust model. Also if IKE payload 
can include a certificate chain then HTTP would be enough, but this subject needs further study. 

5.3 Repositories 
In general, repositories should be located or duplicated close to nodes that access repositories frequently. Repositories 
can be located outside SEGs, in DeMilitarized Zone (DMZ) or in the operator’s network. Normally repositories are 
located at DMZ, which is a recommended approach also in this situation.  

In the section 4 trust models, we may have the following repository scenarios. It should be noted that if the whole 
certificate chain is included in the IKE payload then repository access for certificate retrieval may be omitted. However, 
this is dependent on the trustmodel. 

Strict hierarchy of operator CAs (1-level) 

Certificate repository: Not required; in IKE authentication phase 1 each SEG will exchange their own device 
certificates, signed by the same CA. Here we also suppose that the root CA certificate is securely pre-installed in each 
SEG. 
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CRL repository: Required; the repository can be a centralized repository co-located in the root CA. 

Strict hierarchy of operator CAs (2-level) 

Certificate repository: Required; in IKE authentication phase 1 each SEG needs access to intermediary certificates (i.e. 
peer’s sub CA certificate) if they are not sent within the certificate payload. The repository can be either a centralized 
repository co-located in the root CA, or it can be located within each sub CA.  

CRL repository: Required; the repository can be either a centralized repository co-located in root CA, or it can be 
located within each sub CA. 

Distributed model (mesh): 

Certificate repository: Required; in IKE authentication phase 1 each SEG needs access to intermediary certificates (i.e. 
cross-certificates of peer CAs) if they are not sent within the certificate payload. The repository can be either a 
centralized repository in DMZ, or it can be located within each local CA.  

CRL repository: Required; the repository can be either a centralized repository in DMZ, or it can be located within each 
local CA. 

Distributed model (hub-and-spokebridge CA): 

Certificate repository: Required; in IKE authentication phase each SEG needs access to intermediary certificates (i.e. 
cross-certificates of peer CAs and the Bridge CA) if they are not sent within the certificate payload. The repository can 
be either a centralized repository in DMZ (possibly co-located in Bridge CA), or it can be located within each local CA.  

CRL repository: Required; The repository can be either a centralized repository in DMZ (possibly co-located in Bridge 
CA), or it can be located within each local CA. 

CTL model: 

Certificate repository: Required; in IKE authentication phase each SEG needs access to intermediary certificates if they 
are not sent within the certificate payload. The repository can be either a centralized repository in DMZ, or it can be 
located within each local CA. 

CRL repository: Required; the repository can be either a centralized repository co-located in root CA, or it can be 
located within each sub CA. 

5.4 Certificate revocation methods 
The issues that affect in choosing the revocation mechanisms are: 

- Propagation of revocation information 

- CRLs guarantee the propagation after the next update. 

- OCSP guarantees real-time propagation, but there are no strong requirements for the real-time check in 
NDS/IP environment 

- The number of relying parties 

- In OCSP, the responder must sign each response, causing high performance requirements on the OCSP 
responder. 

- Only CRLs are signed, so there are no similar requirements than with OCSP. 

These criteria should be discussed in every scenario. 

CRLs should be used when the status of the OCSP responder certificate itself is being checked. However, this means 
that each EE would need to support CRLs and the CRL publishing should be deployed together with the OCSP 
responders. RFC2560 (OCSP) defines a certificate extension, ocsp-nocheck, which indicates that the EE can trust the 
certificate during its lifetime. The certification practice statement (CPS) of the operator should explicitly define whether 
this practice is being used as it has serious security implications to the system. 

In the above trust models, we may have the following certificate revocation scenarios: 
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Strict hierarchy of operator CAs (1-level) 

CRL distribution point is preconfigured, since there will be only one CA, only one CRL, and only one location where to 
get it. The CRL is located in a central repository, accessible to all the operators.  

Strict hierarchy of operator CAs (2-level) 

Each certificate contains CRL distribution point, pointing to the CRL of the corresponding operator, or possibly to the 
centralized distribution point. 

Distributed model (mesh): 

Each certificate contains CRL distribution point, pointing to the CRL of the corresponding operator, or possibly to the 
centralized distribution point. 

Distributed model (hub-and-spokebridge CA): 

Each certificate contains CRL distribution point, pointing to the CRL of the corresponding operator, or possibly to the 
centralized distribution point. 

CTL model: 

Each certificate contains CRL distribution point, pointing to the CRL of the corresponding operator, or possibly to the 
centralized distribution point. 

However, the revocation of the CTL itself is a problem. Currently a CTL is valid as long as the CA certificates within 
the CTL. Revoking one CA from CTL means reinitialization of the infrastructure utilizing CTLs. 

In all of the above scenarios the OCSP responder(s) may be located in the same domain than CRL distribution point. 

5.5 Certificate and CRL profiles 
In this feasibility study we suppose that the certificate and CRL profiles are as in [3]. 

5.6 Certificate Life Cycle Management 
Certificate management protocol v2 (CMPv2 [5]) should be the supported protocol to provide certificate lifecycle 
management capabilities. It involves online interaction (certificate enrollment, certificate renewal, key updates, 
revocation requests etc) between EEs, RAs, and CAs. Inter-operator operations are involved especially when different 
operators trust a common CA (hosted by a third party or one of the operators).  

See also section 6.4 which describes the CMPv2 maturity level. 

5.6.1 PKCS10/7 & SCEP & automatic life cycle management comparison 

The initial enrollment of a certificate can be done manually by utilizing PKCS#10 certification request and PKCS#7 
digital envelope syntaxes. The manual procedure includes copy-pasting certification request to a web form and 
manually importing the issued certificate to the end entity device. The more advanced method is to use Simple 
Certificate Enrollment Protocol (SCEP) [7] utilizing HTTP as a transport and PKCS#7/10 as message syntaxes. 
However, SCEP does not provide life-cycle management functions, especially automatic key update procedure before 
the certificate expires. Therefore, the initial enrollment needs to be gone through each time when the certificate expires. 
CMPv2 (Certificate Management Protocol version 2) [8] provides a complete lifecycle management protocol including 
both intial enrollment and key updates. Although there are also multiple other functions such as online revocation 
request and CA key roll-over in CMPv2, within NDS/AF the most relevant functions that should be supported by all 
implementations are initial enrollment and key update. 
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6 Technical benefits/disadvantages of various 
alternatives 

Here all the alternatives described in sections 4.1 and 4.2 are analyzed, and their respective advantages & disadvantages 
are specifically shown if applied to the current NDS/IP domain. 

We take various viewpoints in our analysis (as indicated by the subsection titles). 

6.1 Scalability 
Use of pre-shared keys with IPsec does not scale especially in mesh networks since a unique symmetric key should be 
generated for each IPsec connection. Adding new network element would require the generation and addition of a new 
key to each and every peer of the network element. Also, revocation would require similar operation. No standard tools 
exist for manual exchange, verification, and revocation of symmetric keys. Manual effort and number of keys grow 
with O(n²) for the full mesh model. For the symmetric key hub-and-spoke approaches with central SEGs, manual effort 
and number of keys grow with O(n) only. However, bandwidth and processing power of central SEGs may prove as 
limiting factors because they must handle aggregate traffic of all connected SEGs (twice: in and out).  

In the model with automatic symmetric key distribution, it is not necessary to route regular traffic through the hub node. 
All SEGs can share a secret key with the hub node and this will be used to establish a session key with any other SEG. 
Communication between SEGs will after this take place directly, without being routed through the hub node. If two 
SEGs have previously communicated, then they can also reuse the old session key. When adding a new SEG, both in 
the symmetric case and in the PKI case the new SEG must be provided with a new secret key (called private key in the 
PKI case). However, in the PKI case, this key can be generated locally and will not have to be distributed over the 
network (only the public key will have to be distributed). 

In the case of PKI, initialization only involves configuration of the new element to enroll certificate from the CA. 
Revocation can be centrally implemented with revocation lists or online certificate status responders. The number of 
keys grows with O(N) only. Beyond plain key numbers however, manual action is required for the new element at the 
most. Certificate distribution, verification, and revocation can be handled automatically.  

Scalability of the distributed trust model is somewhat limited because the number of necessary cross-certifications 
grows with O(N²) to achieve a full mesh. However, the growth is related to the number of CAs, which is much lower 
than the number of SEGs.  

The main argument for PKI is simpler key distribution. Adding a new SEG will in this case not necessarily involve 
distribution of secrets over the network, since the private key can be generated locally and is not shared with anyone. 

Use of pre-shared keys with IPsec does not scale especially in mesh networks since a unique symmetric key should be 
generated for each IPsec connection. Adding new network element would require the generation and addition of a new 
key to each and every peer of the network element. Also, revocation would require similar operation. Manual effort and 
number of keys grow with O(N²) for the full mesh model. For the symmetric key hub-and-spoke approach, manual 
effort and number of keys grow with O(N) only. No standard tools exist for exchange, verification, and revocation of 
symmetric keys. Bandwidth and processing power of the hub SEG may prove as limiting factors because the hub must 
handle aggregate traffic of all connected SEGs (twice: in and out). 

It is not necessary to route regular traffic through the hub SEG, but this requires additional functionality, which is not 
yet present in existing standards or solutions. All SEGs can share a secret key with the hub SEG and this will be used to 
establish a session key with any other SEG. Communication between SEGs will after this take place directly, without 
being routed through the hub SEG. If two SEGs have previously communicated, then they can also reuse the old session 
key. When adding a new SEG, both in the symmetric case and in the PKI case the new SEG must be provided with a 
new secret key (called private key in the PKI case). However, in the PKI case, this key can be generated locally and will 
not have to be distributed over the network (only the public key will have to be distributed). 

In the case of PKI, initialization only involves configuration of the new element to enroll certificate from the CA. 
Revocation can be centrally implemented with revocation lists or online certificate status responders. The number of 
keys grows with O(N) only. Beyond plain key numbers however, manual action is required for the new element at the 
most. Certificate distribution, verification, and revocation can be handled automatically.  
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Scalability of the distributed trust model is somewhat limited because the number of necessary cross-certifications 
grows with O(N²) to achieve a full mesh. However, the growth is related to the number of CAs, which is much lower 
than the number of SEGs.  

The hub-and-spoke PKI trust model does not suffer from bandwidth and processing power limitations because the hub 
does not have to handle bulk traffic. The main argument for PKI is simpler key distribution. Adding a new SEG will in 
this case not involve distribution of secrets over the network, since the private key can be generated locally and is not 
shared with anyone. 

6.1.1 Examples of concrete scalability figures 

According to GSMA statistics (http://www.gsmworld.com/news/statistics/networkstats.shtml) there were 438 GSM 
networks on air in April 2002. The number of active GPRS network, is currently about 110 according to 
(http://www.gsmworld.com/technology/gprs/operators.shtml). We base our calculation for Rel-6/7 network 
scalability on the amount GSM networks (which is an overestimation to the to-date active IP-based networks) and on 
the assumption that there is only one SEG per network (which is an underestimation).  

The number of roaming partners varies case by case, so we give here three different categories (max, medium, min) to 
each alternative. In the next paragraph the number of secrets is calculated for the inter-operator communication. 

6.1.1.1 Symmetric alternatives 

Mesh 

[A full mesh is supposed here] 

Assume n is the total number of networks, then n-1 is the number of roaming partner for an operator. 

N is then the total number of shared secrets needed for roaming between all operators. But these do not have to be 
managed by one operator. One operator only has to manage the number n-1.  

Initially: n(n-1)/2, n=438 

Max: 100% (full mesh) -> total number of shared secrets  N = 95703 

Medium: 30% of 438 = 131 (ref. to T-Mobile 131) -> total number of shared secrets N = 8515 

Min: 10% of 438 = 44 (ref. to smallest Africa operator about 50) -> total number of shared secrets N = 946 

Adding a new network (and new SEG): 

When adding a SEG the initiating operator has to create n-1 new shared secrets. 

The total amount of shared secret the operator has to manage is (number of SEGs x number of roaming partners). 

Max: 100% -> number of new shared secrets = 438 

Medium: 30% of 438 -> number of new shared secrets = 131 (ref. to T-Mobile 131) 

Min: 10% of 438 -> number of new shared secrets = 44 (ref. to Africa case 50) 

Hub SEG (traffic flows through SEG) 

The total amount of shared secrets the operator has to manage is (number of SEGs x 1) when only one Hub-SEG 
assumed. 

Initially: 

Max: 100% -> number of shared secrets N = 438 

Medium: 30% of 438 -> number of shared secrets N = 131 (ref. to T-Mobile 131) 
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Min: 10% of 438 -> number of shared secrets N = 44 (ref. to Africa case 50) 

Adding a new network (and SEG): 

establish 1 new shared secret 

6.1.1.2 PKI / distributed trust alternatives 

Mesh 

The number N is the total number cross-certifications needed for roaming between all operators. But these do not 
have to be managed by one operator. One operator only has to manage the number n-1. 

Initially: n(n-1)/2, n=438 (root CAs) 

Max: 100% (full mesh) -> total number of cross-certification agreements N = 95703 

Medium: 30% of 438 = 131 (ref. to T-Mobile 131) -> total number of cross-certification agreements N = 8515 

Min: 10% of 438 = 44 (ref. to africa case 50) -> total number of cross-certification agreements N = 946 

Adding a new network (new root CA): 

Max: 100% -> total number of new cross-certification agreements = 438 

Medium: 30% of 438 -> total number of new cross-certification agreements = 131 (ref. to T-Mobile 131) 

Min: 10% of 438 -> total number of new cross-certification agreements = 44 (ref. to africa case 50) 

Adding a new SEG: 

requires creation of 1 new public/private key pair 

Bridge CA 

The number N is the total number cross-certifications needed for roaming between all operators. But these do not 
have to be managed by one operator. One operator only has to manage the number 1 (the amount of cross-
certifications he has to manage with the bridge CA). 

Initially: n=438 (root CAs) 

Max: 100% -> total number of cross-certification agreements N = 438 

Medium: 30% of 438 -> total number of cross-certification agreements N = 131 (ref. to T-Mobile 131) 

Min: 10% of 438 -> total number of cross-certification agreements N = 44 (ref. to africa case 50) 

Adding a new network:  

Adding a new root CA requires 1 new cross-certification agreement. 

Adding a new SEG requires creation of 1 new public/private key pair. 

6.1.2 Conclusions about scalability 

Approach  # of secrets for n= 
438 to be managed 
in by the operator 
(either symmetric 
secret keys or 
cross-certificates) 

Additional secrets 
needed for adding SEG 
in own network 

Additional secrets 
needed for new SEG of 
other network (similar 
as like adding new 
network) 
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cross-certificates) 

(assumed 1 SEG) 

Symmetric: mesh 437 437 1 

Symmetric: hub-SEG 1 1 0 

PKI: mesh 437 437 1 

PKI: Bridge CA 1 1 0 

 

Regarding scalability, the models symmetrical hub-and-spoke with multiple central SEG and symmetrical KDC are 
similar to the symmetrical hub-SEG model. Analogically, the hierarchical PKI is similar to the bridge CA model. 
These are the only models suitable for NDS/AF in terms of manual key management efforts. 

In the light of these figures it can be quite clearly seen that Bridge-CA (PKI) is the only feasible choice from these 
alternatives. Hub SEG looks also promising, but in this alternative we assume that there is no additional 
functionality available and traffic flows through Hub SEG. As we have concluded earlier this Hub SEG (with traffic 
flow) can be set up based on existing standards whereas hub key management requires new functionality. 

6.2 Performance 
The performance of the section 4 alternatives is analyzed (such as effects of certificate path processing to the overall 
performance). 

The potential bottlenecks of the system are directory services and OCSP responders, since validation often requires 
fetching revocation information (unless a still valid CRL or OCSP response is cached). Having multiple OCSP 
responders, publishing CRLs into multiple directories, and implementing directory replication redundancy can be added 
to avoid bottlenecks. If a mesh-type of cross-certification is being deployed (meaning that each operator CA has a 
separate cross-certificate with each operator CA it is relying to), the certificate path construction can become a very 
heavy process. This is due to the fact that an EE needs to go through potentially tens of different cross-certificates in the 
directory before finding the correct cross-certificate for a given certificate path. Having a hub-and-spoke (bridge CA) 
setup, the path constructions can become more lightweight. 

The potential bottleneck introduced by using directory services for certificate retrieval maybe overcome by including 
the whole certificate chain into the IKE payload, if the trust model allows it. 

As a VPN environment is considered to be a static environment, the amount of expected revocations is not expected 
high. Therefore the argument that is often heard against CRL to require high bandwidth is not applicable here (is 
applicable for end-user certificates), making it a simple method with low bandwidth requirements.  

6.3 Management issues 
The management issues related to elements which fall outside of intra-operator domain, such as Bridge CA, are 
analyzed. Also other management aspects than just key management issues are included. 

Key management is generally eased in a PKI compared to the symmetric hub-and-spoke model. In both cases a new 
SEG must be equipped with its own private/secret key. However, in a PKI this key (the private key) can be generated 
locally and need not be distributed over the network since this key is not shared with anyone else. In the symmetric 
case, thisthe secret key must be distributed. 

The conceptually simplest trust model can be achieved if the SEGs of all operators are certified by a common CA. 
Every SEG can then get the certificate of all other SEGs by consulting the common CA. The management and checking 
of revocation status is also simplified when a common CA is in control of all the certificates. 

However, it might be more realistic that we will have a structure of regional CAs. Each regional CA then needs to be 
part of a hierarchical structure with a common root CA or needs to be cross-certified with all other regional CAs. 
Combinations of hierarchical structure and cross-certifications are also possible. Management of the CAs will then be 
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done on a regional basis. Europe (EU), Asia (ASEAN) and North America (NAFTA) could be natural regional 
candidates. 

6.4 Re-usability 
The re-usability of the current and mostly used PKI practises, products and protocols against the above solutions are 
analyzed. 

All the technical PKI practices deployed today (LDAP, HTTP, X.509v3 profile, CRLv2 profile, OCSP) should be fully 
re-usable. However, there is an area that is not widely deployed today: automatic online certificate lifecycle 
management. Certificate lifecycle management refers to operations and online interactions between PKI entities (EEs, 
RAs, and CAs) that are needed for enrolling certificates (first time enrollment), updating EE private keys before 
certificate expiration, CA key rollover, and requesting revocation online. 

Without automatic certificate lifecycle management, updating certificates before expiration would involve manual 
administrator involvement. Also, enrolling the first certificate for EE should be an online process. Certificate 
Management Protocols v2 (CMPv2) [5] is an IETF standard (draft) for implementing certificate lifecycle management. 
The PKI industry has expressed strong support for CMPv2, and there has been extensive interoperability testing 
between vendors in PKI Forum (for more info, see [9]). Already today major CA products support server-side of the 
CMP protocol. However, the lack of client-side implementations has slowed the adoption of certificate lifecycle 
management. It is suggested that CMPv2 would be specified as a mandatory mechanism for managing certificates in 
intra- and inter-operator PKI operations. Support for multiple mechanisms would add unnecessary complexity, so it 
would be preferred to have a single supported protocol for implementing lifecycle management. 

There is currently no IP VPN gateway ( = SEG) product on the market that supports automatic distribution of 
symmetric keys for authentication (e.g. via Kerberos). Such a solution would need additional implementation and 
interoperability testing efforts by product vendors. It also bears the risk of separating the 3GPP system IP components 
from established market standards. 

6.5 Interoperability 
The interoperability of the above alternatives is analyzed. 

1) Interoperability towards Rel-5 SEG 

 Pre-shared key is the only required authentication method in NDS/IP for Rel. 5. Therefore first NDS/IP 
implementations will rely on symmetric keys. NDS/AF should be interoperable with those implementations. 
There is no way to cross-certify or establish a common hierarchy between PKI and symmetric key solutions, 
however. Approaches providing automatic distribution of pre-generated symmetric keys from a trusted hub using 
public key cryptography do not seem practicable, because they provide no easy migration path. Thus such 
approaches may not be worth further study. Therefore interoperability must be provided by SEGs rather than by 
the NDS/AF. An interoperable SEG shall support both certificate-based and pre-shared key authentication to 
communicate with NDS/AF capable and Rel-5 SEG, respectively. 

2) Interoperability guarantee by profiling the selected protocols for NDS/AF 

 Profiling the use of certificate fields, CRL usage, IKE Certificate handling will enhance the interoperability of 
NDS/AF SEG of different vendors and fasten the deployment and acceptance of the choosen solutions. 

 Following information may help for the profiling task later on: 

- The Internet IP Security PKI Profile of ISAKMP and PKIX [10] 

- Requirements for Large Scale PKI-Enabled VPNs [11] 

6.6 IKE 
Effects of NDS/AF on IKE: what authentication methods should be supported, and what not.  Also Son of IKE is 
discussed. 
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6.6.1 IKE 

IKE offers the following authentication methods: 

- Signatures 

- Public Key Encryption 

- Revised Mode of Public Key Encryption 

- Pre-Shared Key 

The algorithms available for asymmetric operations are Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) and Rivest-Shamir-
Adleman (RSA).  

Currently the most widely used mechanisms are: 

1. Pre-shared key  

2. Digital signatures using the RSA algorithm 

Public key encryption methods are not recommended, since initiators must determine the responder’s public key from 
the IP address or from other relevant information. Currently public key encryption methods do not have very wide 
implementation support, and they are likely to be removed from the future version of IKE. 

The RSA signature method has been tested on IPsec interoperability meetings and there is wide support for it among 
IPsec vendors. DSA signature method has received much less testing and there have been problems withs its 
interoperability among vendors in the interoperability meetings. 

The security level of the RSA signature method can be enchanced by increasing the key length, and using stronger hash 
function etc, the security level of the DSA is mostly fixed as it is designed so that all parameters of the security are 
same, and for example changing the hash function is not possible. The RSA key length must be minimum 1024 bits, 
preferably greater.  

6.6.2 Son of IKE (SOI) 

Currently IETF investigates a successor of IKE: The 2 current proposals are JFK and IKEv2.  

It is not part of this feasibility study to investigate or mandate the support of SOI on the SEG. However, to support 
migration from IKE to SOI for NDS/AF, the IKE signature method that is still supported by SOI shall be choosen. The 
current SOI proposal does support RSA signatures, hence this will be the proposed authentication method for NDS/AF. 

If a need for the pre-shared keys is seen, 3GPP should contribute to IETF about this issue, since it is still uncertain if the 
pre-shared keys will remain in SOI. 

6.7 Effects on operator's environment 
This section analyzes the effects of above solutions on operator's environment, and especially on their existing PKI 
solution. 

As illustrated in figure 1, secure communication between two operators is done via the Za-interface, ie between the 
Security Gateways (SEGs) of the two operators. By limiting the inter-operator communications to the Za-interface, the 
need for certificates will be limited to the number of operators. If an operator already has a PKI implemented for intra-
operator communicationNE authentication, then this solution can be combined with the inter-operator PKI solution. In 
this way secure communication will be facilitated directly between network elements of different operators. However, 
the focus of this document is the Za-interface. 

Existing PKI solutions providing end-user security will not be influenced. 

The security policy established over the Za-interface is subject to roaming agreements if the security domains belong to 
different operators. This is different from the security policy enforced over the Zb-interface, which is the single 
responsibility of the operator that controls this security domain. 
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Operators will have different deployment options depending on the solutions chosen for the authentication framework. 
Most probably they will have existing PKI solutions that they have to take into consideration. 

6.7.1 Symmetric key or public key approach 

We argue that this choice is primarily a question of O&M costs driven by scalability issues, and consequently a 
practical question. With a symmetric key solution there will be small initial costs, but the number of keys grows 
exponenquadratically with the number of nodes. A PKI solution will have larger initial costs, but a growth in the 
number of nodes will only cause a linear growth in the number of keys. 

Although the intra-operator case was not in the scope of this study, the reality is that the technology chosen by the 
operator for intra-domain case should fit the inter-operator case also. For example, consider that NDS/IP can be 
extended into GERAN and UTRAN, meaning that every GERAN BTS and every UTRAN NodeB could be a NDS/IP 
capable entity. In reality, there might be so many basestations that the operator would see desireable to  have a PKI-
based solution for managing the related key material. This could be considered as a strong argument for having a PKI-
based solution also for inter-operator case. 

Moreover, methods for revocation (e.g. due to SEG compromise) and renewal of symmetric keys, including secure 
erasure are not standardised. Therefore, significant procedural and contractual efforts are necessary to establish such 
methods. For a PKI, key revocation and renewal is standardised. 

Operators had good experiences with preshared symmetric keys for subscriber authentication. However, benefits of this 
symmetric key application can not be directly taken over to the NDS/AF environment due to following reasons:. 

! Storing a secret in a tamper-resistant device is not related to the symmetric or asymmetric question – it just is more 
important for the symmetric key. Furthermore, a SIM-like solution is not feasible for industry-standard IPSec 
devices. 

! Subscriber authentication takes place in a many-to-one relation rather than in a many-to-many relation needed for 
NDS/AF 

6.7.2 In- or out-sourcing 

The safest way to achieve interoperable and re-usable solutions is to conform to widely recognized standard formats and 
protocols. By following such an approach in this work item, operators will have better chance of utilizing the PKI 
investments they might already have made. 

If the requirements for PKI functionality in NDS/AF will differ a lot from existing infrastructure managed by the 
operator, out-sourcing could be a more likely choice. In-sourcing or out-sourcing is not only a question of physical 
infrastructure but also a question of having administrative processes in place and operative PKI management staff with 
the professional skills needed.  

6.7.3 Build or buy 

The suggested solution should be such that buying the technology is easier and faster than building it from scratch. This 
aims at faster deployment of the whole PKI concept. 

6.7.4 Closed or open environment 

In this work item PKI for the inter-operator domain is of primary concern. However, the chosen infrastructure should 
not prevent evolution towards intra-operator domain PKI. 

One should neither preclude an extension towards an authentication framework for non-control plane nodes. Most 
probably a user-plane application of PKI will have requirements that differs from NDS/AF requirements in some 
aspects, but elements of the infrastructure could still be re-used. 

6.8 Major technical and political risks 
This section analyzes the technical and political risks of above solutions. At least the arrangement of CAs is a political 
issue, and agreeing on e.g. total hierarchy of CAs (or even Bridge CA trust model) may be difficult. 
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6.8.1 PKI recognition 

Although PKI systems have been on the market for several years, PKI has not yet gained the widespread acceptance 
that some had expected. The most basic standards have been available for years. Nevertheless, there have also been 
expressed some opposing views on  whether the PKI approach is a success. 

The political reasons for opposition are mostly related to privacy concerns. This argument is only relevant for individual 
authentication and does not apply to our case. There might be a need for placing trust in a third party, but that does not 
necessarily apply to PKI only. Also in a symmetric key case one might need a third party in order to improve 
scalability. 

6.8.2 Trust model 

The choice of trust model is perhaps the most basic decision one has to make when designing an authentication 
framework for network domain security (NDS/AF).  

Some symmetric key approaches imply hop-by-hop security. This may be inadequate for roaming agreements, which 
are made mutually between two PLMN operators without including all intermediate GRX providers and other PLMN 
operators attached to those GRX networks (see Appendix B). Inter-operator traffic may be subject to interception and 
injection at intermediate nodes between the operators' SEGs that don’t apply operator-to-operator protection. 
Approaches providing operator to operator security without any third party knowing the shared secrets will find more 
acceptance among operators. 

All symmetric key approaches with central traffic hubs or central key distribution bear increased risk compared to PKI 
approaches because one security breach will compromise many or all secret keys, allowing traffic decryption and NE 
impersonation. A CA security breach needs additional steps to be effective for an attacker (e.g. issuing false certificates, 
including them in authorization lists, ...) 

For the PKI approach, Aa scalable solution can be obtained by introducing a CA level above the operator level CA, 
either a bridge CA or a master root CA.  

A starting point could also be a one level deep hierarchy with all SEGs certified by a common CA. However, it is not 
obvious who should take the role of a master CA. It could be outsourced from the operator community, the operators 
could form a CA owned and operated jointly or one operator might own and/or operate it on behalf of the others. 

The trust models that most probably could gain support from all operators are the distributed trust model and the bridge 
CAhub-and-spoke model or a combination of these. A simple way of implementing the first case would be to require 
that each peer CA (see figure 75) to be trusted should be directly cross-certified, thus no transitive trust relationships 
would be necessary. However, the case with a bridge CA is based on the use of transitive trust through the bridge CA, ie 
each CA will trust each CA to which the bridge CA connects.  

The problem with the bridge model is that everyone must trust the bridge, just like everyone has to trust the root CA in 
a pure hierarchic model. The question then arises, which organization should run the bridge CA? In a distributed trust 
architecture, with regional CAs cross-certifying each other, then each operator only has to trust the regional CA.  

In a strict hierarchic model all end-entities will store the public key of the root CA. This model is therefore very 
vulnerable for attacks on the root CA. If the private key of the root CA is compromised, then each node in the hierarcy 
must be updated with the new public key of the root CA. In the distributed trust model and the bridge CAhub-and-spoke 
model then only other CAs will be influenced by the compromise of the keys of some central node. 

6.8.3 Revocation methods 

A possible approach could be a stepwise introduction of revocation mechanisms. Initially, it could be a very simple 
solution e.g. manual revocation. At later phases, periodic checking of CRLs may be used. Optionally, OCSP (Online 
Certificate Status Protocol) may replace or supplement the process of CRL checking. 

6.8.4 Standard vs. proprietary solutions 

It has to be sorted out whether NDS/AF has specific needs that call for non-standard PKI -solutions. It would clearly be 
an advantage to adhere to accepted standards. This will both ease interoperability and reduce the need for in-house 
software development. 
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6.8.5 Legal issues 

The process of establishing trust relations involves legal issues. Both in the case of cross-certification and in the case of 
a common root CA detailed agreements has to be set up. It has to be settled what shall be the responsibility for each of 
the partners. 

7 Summary and conclusions 
This feasibility study has described two possible approaches for the NDS authentication framework (NDS/AF), namely 
symmetric and asymmetric (i.e. PKI) approaches. The following table summarises the pros and cons of the approaches 
that were found suitable in terms of manual key management scalability (see section 6.1.2): 

 
Symmetric keys, hub SEG 
or mult. central hub SEGs 

Symmetric keys, 
automatic dist. (KDC) 

PKI, hierarchical or 
bridge CA 

NDS/AF infrastructure 
complexity 

+ - - 

Existing standards and 
products 

+ - + 

Processing demand in 
NDS/AF for bulk traffic 

- + + 

Operator to operator 
security (E2E) 

- + + 

 

We have found that it is feasible to apply PKI-based NDS/AF to the current NDS/IP domain. The PKI approach 
provides the best overall benefits with the only drawback of its complexity. However, automatic distribution of 
symmetric keys as the only feasible alternative bears the same complexity.  

The trust model for deploying the PKI we have left open. However, after having analyzed different alternatives, the 
trust model based on Bridge CA looks most promising. Concerning the certificate life cycle management, we prefer the 
automatic certificate life cycle management over PKCS#10/7 and SCEP approaches. Concerning the certificate 
revocation mechanisms, we prefer CRLs over OCSP. Concerning IKE we prefer including of the certificate chain in the 
payload (instead of repository access). However, all the other details of protocol profiling have been purposely left as 
future work items. 

These are the current working assumptions according to the Feasibility Study work. 

- It is feasible to apply NDS/AF to the current NDS/IP domain; 

- A PKI-based system has clear benefits compared to a symmetric approach: scalability and more simple key 
distribution; 

- The trust model is open, but different alternatives are analyzed in the FS; 

- Automatic certificate life cycle management is preferred over PKCS#10/7 and SCEP approaches; 

- CRL’s are preferred over OCSP; 

- FS does not cover the actual protocol profling; 

- IKE including certificate chain in payload is preferred to repository access if the trust model allows this. 
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Annex B (informative): 
GRX Inter-Operator Network Infrastructure 
 

The currently existing inter-operator IP network has been created for GPRS roaming via the Gp interface. The same 
physical infrastructure might be re-used to carry traffic of other logical interfaces between operators. Therefore, it is 
important to keep this infrastructure and the associated trust relations in mind when designing NDS/AF. Inter-PLMN-
operator IP connectivity is enabled through networks of GPRS roaming exchange (GRX) service providers. 
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Figure 10: GPRS Roaming Network 

 

Blue arrows in Figure 10 indicate trust relations that are established by contracts for a roaming agreement between 
Operator A and Operator J. Contracts between operators include charging aspects whereas contracts between operators 
and GRX providers mainly deal with QoS aspects. The current model does not provide transitive trust to support hop-
by-hop security. This model does not cover the trust relations between different GRX providers. Additionally operators 
that do not desire to join GRX are not considered in this structure. 
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